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Board (and mother of two col-
lege students) observes .that
there's nothing nutritionally
wrong with "the same old thing"
. . . if that happens to be eggs
and/or bacon or satis,ige and/oi
milk and funt.

"But you don't have to belong
to the mod generation to know
traditions arc being bioken all
over the place . . including so-
called established food paltci ns,”
she said. "Look how many
people ate eating breakfast-
type foods, like eggs and pan-
cakes, for supper; cereals for
lunch, etc All of us should get
a fourth to a third of our daily
required nutrients at breakfast
. . . and teenagers require even
more nutrients than adults So
what does it matter whether its
hamburgers or hot dogs or pizzas
or ham sandwiches for breakfast
—perhaps with milk shakes or
soft drinks so long as they
eat’”

It might matter to the mothel
who has to get up and FIX it,
Mrs Hall admits pointing out
at the same time, however, that
one leason teenage-s and otheis
don’t eat treaktast is because
no one vakes the time to pre
pare it Also, if the idea of
“different” foods at breakfast
catches on, the teen-agers might
just possibly get interested
enough to prepare their own
breakfasts'
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Pre-Emergent Corn Herbicide

... the
superior
herbicide
for
corn

What Makes Pre-Emergent Lasso The Superior
Corn Herbicide? LOTS OF THINGS ...

Crop safety. New Lasso has been tested and tested. The results
were always the same. No damage to feeder roots of corn. Lasso
doesn't cut yields it increases them.
Killing power. Lasso gives excellent control of grasses and some
broadleaf weeds.
No carryover. When Lasso's done working, it breaks down harm-
lessly in the soil. So it can't damage following crops, or ruin rota-
tion plans.
No incorporation necessary with Lasso, thus reducing the number
of trips over the field and soil compaction.
Minimum moisture is needed to put Lasso to work.
Lasso works well on a wide range of soil types.
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Farmer Automatic Egg Collector
For Floor Houses From West Germany

it “New” Sani-Drinker
Sani-Krate
Sam-Mat (From Israel)

Plastic Floor Mat

Chore Time Equipment
Choi e Malic

Feedeis, New Cage Feeders, Bins, Augei Sj stems

‘"Marco” Healthway Medicator
Flock Wateieis

tlt Vent-O-Matic
Ventilating Fans
New Vent-O-Matic Inleting

Shenandoah
Gas-Fired Incinerators
Gas Stoves

Fox-O-Lene
Hose and Fittings

HIESTAND, INC.
R. D. 1, Marietta, Pa. Phone 426-1101


